The 13TH Annual Intelligent Ground Vehicle Competition
Grand Traverse Resort and Spa
Traverse City, Michigan
June 11TH - 13TH, 2005

Bluefield State College   Team: Anassa
Bob Jones University      Team: Adam
Brigham Young University  Team: Urckbot
Cedarville University     Team: Yellow Jacket
Ecole de Technologie Superieure  Team: Mentis II
Hosei University         Team: Amigo 2005
Kettering University     Team: Bulldog I
Lawrence Technological University  Team: Think-Tank
Oakland University       Team: Proteus
The College of New Jersey Team: NJAV I
Trinity College           Team: ALVIN VI
U.S. Military Academy – West Point Team: Black MAGIC
University of Central Florida Team 1: Calculon
University of Central Florida Team 2: RDB3K
University of Cincinnati  Team 1: Bearcat III
University of Cincinnati  Team 2: Bearcat Cub
University of Detroit Mercy Team 1: Hephaestus
University of Detroit Mercy Team 2: Warrior
University of Maryland – Baltimore County Team: Should Be Trivial…
University of Massachusetts – Lowell Team: MCP
University of Michigan – Dearborn Team 1: RoadRunner
University of Michigan – Dearborn Team 2: SMART 2005
University of Michigan – Dearborn Team 3: GCAT 2005
University of Minnesota – Twin Cities Team: G2
University of Minnesota – Duluth Team: MARVIN
University of Missouri – Rolla Team: rho-bot
University of Wisconsin – Madison Team: Whitespace
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Team 1: Gemini
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Team 2: Johnny-5
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University Team 3: Polaris